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0. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout we assume that k is an algebraically closed field. The 
algebras we consider are associative k-algebras A = ~i~ ~ Ai  with unity 
which are graded by the natural numbers. Such an algebra is called 
connected graded if A 0 = k and locally finite if each A i is finite-dimen- 
sional as a k-vector space. If A is connected graded and noetherian, then 
A is automatically ocally finite. For any natural number , the r-Veronese 
subring of a graded algebra A is defined as  A (r) = ~i>_ 0 Ari" 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the bifunctors Horn and Ext 
from the category of graded A-modules to the category of graded groups, 
and we refer the reader to [5] for the relevant details. If M = ~i ~ z Mi is 
any graded A-module, we define a tail of M to be any graded module of 
the form M>j  = @i>jMi. For any integer n we define the shift o fMby  n 
to be the graded module M(n)= ~M(n)  i where M(n)  i = Mn+ i. We 
denote the one-dimensional graded A-bimodule A/A  >_ 1 by either A k or 
kA, depending on whether we are considering its left or right A-module 
structure. 
1This research was supported in part by National Science Foundation grant 9619402. 
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A noetherian M-graded k-algebra A is called regular of dimension d if A 
i has finite global dimension d, E___~4(ak, A) = 0, when i ~ d and Extd(~k, A) 
is a shift of k A. Regular algebras in this context were first defined by Artin 
and Schelter and have since been shown to be the correct analogues of the 
polynomial ring for the purposes of ring-theoretic noncommutative alge- 
braic geometry [2-5]. By [12, Theorem 2.4] regular algebras have finite 
GK-dimension d', and when d < 3 (and in all other known cases) we have 
d=d' .  
Let GrMoOA be the category of graded right A-modules and let FdimA 
be the full subcategory consisting of direct limits of finite-dimensional 
modules. We define TailsA to be the quotient category GrModA/FdimA. 
In the noncommutative case, the category TailsA plays the role of mod-G x, 
the category of quasi-coherent sheaves of modules over the structure sheaf 
~fx of a commutative projective scheme X. One can study noncommuta- 
tive analogues of points and lines in the noncommutative scheme TailsA 
by studying representatives of the corresponding classes of graded A-mod- 
ules. 
Regular algebras of global dimension 3 have been completely classified 
[2, 3, 10, 11]. Much has been written about the associated geometry in the 
case where A is generated by elements of degree 1 [1, 3, 4]. In this article 
we continue a study of the geometry of TailsA when A is a regular 
algebra of global dimension 3 that is not generated by elements of de- 
gree 1. 
A regular algebra of global dimension 3 can always be presented as a 
quotient of a graded free algebra on three generators k{x, y, z}, where the 
variables have positive integer weights deg(x,y, z)= (a, b,c), and no 
generality is lost in assuming a < b < c. The defining relations of A are in 
degrees a + b, a + c, and b + c, just as for the commutative weighted 
polynomial ring [10, Proposition 2.2]. In this case we refer to A as a 
regular algebra of weight (a, b, c). Let R = k[x, y, z] be the commutative 
polynomial ring in which the variables (x, y, z) have weights (a, b,c), 
respectively. For n = 1.c.m.(a, b, c), the category TailsR (n) is naturally 
equivalent to the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on the commutative 
weighted projective plane P(a, b, c). If A is minimally generated by three 
elements, then TailsA is a noncommutative analogue of the category 
TailsR. In this article, we study the category TailsA extensively, and in 
later work we will use these results to examine the category TailsA (n). 
Because of the preceding remarks, TailsA (n) can be thought of as a 
"quantum plane of weight (a, b, c)." 
Remark 0.1. When a + b = c it is possible that the third generator 
becomes uperfluous, and so there are many examples of regular algebras 
of weight (a, b, a + b) having only two generators. Regular algebras of 
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global dimension 3 having only two generators in degree 1 provide non- 
commutative analogues of pl  × pl  (see [3, 8]). 
We begin this article by sharpening the classification of regular algebras 
of weight (1, 1, n) with n > 1 given in [10]. In particular, [10, Proposition 
3.10] shows that a regular algebra A of weight (1, 1, n) is isomorphic to an 
Ore extension A = R[z; o-, 6], where R is regular of global dimension 2, 
o- is a graded automorphism of R, and 6 is a graded left o--derivation on 
R. In this case we must have either R-~ k{x, y} / (yx -  qxy) for some 
q ~ k* or R =- k{x, y} / (yx  - xy - x2). By direct computation, we deter- 
mine all possibilities for cr and ~ in each case, and the results are given in 
Propositions 1.3, 1.4, and 1.7. 
We define a point module over A to be a graded, normalized right 
A-module which is 1-critical and has a multiplicity of at most 1 (see Section 
3). In Section 5 we show that the set of isomorphism classes of point 
modules over A has the structure of the graph of an automorphism z = ~'A 
of a subscheme DA __ P(1, 1, n). We give necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions describing when D A = P(1, 1, n) (Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 5.12), 
and as expected, this occurs if and only if A is a graded twist of the 
commutative polynomial ring k[x, y, z]. Otherwise D A is defined by the 
vanishing of a homogeneous form of degree n + 2 in P(1, 1, n). 
If R ~- k{x, y} / (yx  - qxy) and A -~ R[z; o-, t~] with o- generic, we show 
that D A breaks down into three components: two lines and a nonsingular 
curve. The automorphism ~-stabilizes these components. Other possibili- 
ties exist for the decomposition of D A, and in particular, D A can be 
irreducible or can have as many as n + 2 components. In the latter case z 
need not stabilize the components. We give examples in Sections 5 and 6. 
If R = k{x, y} / (yx  - xy - x 2) then D A generically decomposes as the 
union of a doubled line and a smooth curve. Again, the automorphism ~-
stabilizes these components. 
1. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 
Let A be a regular algebra of weight (1, 1, n) with n > 1. Then A can 
be presented as a graded algebra with three homogeneous generators 
(x, y, z)  in degrees (1, 1, n) and three homogeneous relations (f, g, h) in 
degrees (2, n + 1, n + 1). We assume that (x, y, z) is a minimal generating 
set for A. Since A is a domain by [10, Theorem 3.1], we may assume via a 
linear change of generators that the relation of degree 2 is either f = yx - 
qxy for some q ~ k* or f = yx - xy - x 2. 
By [10, Proposition 3.10] A is isomorphic (as a graded algebra) to an 
iterated Ore extension A = R[z; or, ~], where R = k{x, y} / ( f ) ;  tr is a 
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graded automorphism of R; and 6 is a k-linear graded left o-derivation. 
Our first step is to improve upon this by explicitly determining all possibili- 
ties for o- and 3. 
We begin with the case where R = kq[x, y] = k{x, y}/(yx - qxy). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let R = kq[x, y] with the usual gradation and let o" be a 
graded automorphism of R. Let M = (mij) ~ GL2(k) be the matrix for o" 
restricted to R 1 with basis {x, y}. 
(i) I f  q ~ + 1 then M is diagonal. 
(ii) I f  q = - 1 then there exists a basis {x', y'} for R 1 such that M is 
diagonal with respect o the new basis {x', y'} and y 'x '  = -x 'y '  in R. 
Proof We use the fact that ¢r(yx) = qo-(xy). Expanding this equality 
gives 
(q _ 1)mllm21x 2 + (qZ _ 1)mz,m12xy + (q _ 1)m12mzzy2 = O. 
When q ¢ + 1 we use the linear independence of {X 2, xy, y2} in R e to 
conclude m21 = m12 = 0, and thus M is diagonal. 
When q = -1  we see that M is either diagonal or skew-diagonal. If
mll = m22 = 0 then o'(x) = mlzy and o-(y) = mzlx with m21mi2 ¢ 0. In 
this case we choose two linearly independent eigenvectors for M as a new 
basis for R 1. Such a basis is given by x' = m~~zm~x + mlzY and y'  
= ml~zm~lx- mazy. | 
Remark 1.2. When q = 1, M is arbitrary, but we assume that x and y 
are chosen so that M is in Jordan canonical form. Thus in any case, we 
may assume that either M is diagonal or 
q = 1 and M___ (ml l  1 )  
0 m n " 
We now determine the possible graded left o--derivations 6: R ~ R in 
each case. Since 6(uv)= 6(u)v + tr(u)6(v), the map 6 is completely 
determined by 6(x) and 6(y). We make extensive use of the fact that 
{xiy n-i} is a k-basis of kq[x, Y]n" 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose R = kq[x, y] and o- is a graded automor- 
phism of R such that the matrix M = (mij) for o" with respect o the basis 
{x, y} of R l is diagonal. Let 6 be a graded o--derivation on R. Then the 
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possibilities for the defining relations of A = R[ z; or, 6 ] are 
yx =qxy 
n+l  
27c = mllXZ H- E P ix iy  n+ l - i  
i=0  
n+l  
zy = m22YZ + ~_, tixiy n+l-i, 
i=O 
where Pi and t i are scalars satisfying 
(q-1 _ ml l ) tn+l  = 0 
(q - mzz)p 0 = 0 
t i (q" - i -m, , )  =Pi+,(1  -m22q i) i=0  . . . . .  n. 
Proof. The algebra A can be presented as a graded quotient of 
k{x, y, z} (where z has weight n) by the relations 
yx =qxy 
ZX = mllXZ + ~(x)  
xy = m22YZ + 6(y) ,  
with 6(x), 6(y) ~ Rn+ r Thus we may write 6(x) = Z,'/_+_olpixiy "+1-i and 
6(y) = v',+l, i ,+1-i "-'i=0 "i x Y for some scalars Pi and t i. We need only show that 
the scalars Pi and t i satisfy the equations given in the proposition state- 
ment. 
Since 6 must extend to a o--derivation of R and 8(yx) = q6(xy), we 
must have 
6(y)x  + mzzy6(x ) = qS(x )y  + qmll X 6(y) .  
Expanding 8(x) and 8(y) on both sides of this equality and using the fact 
that B = {xiy n+2-i} is a basis for R,+ 2 gives the desired result. | 
As stated above, when M is not diagonal we may assume that R = k[x, y] 
and M is in Jordan canonical form. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let R = k[x, y] and let or be a graded automorphism 
of R such that the matrix for or with respect o the basis {x, y} of R 1 is 
Let 6 be a graded or-derivation on R. 
are 
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(i) Suppose that m n 4= 1. Then the defining relations o fA  = R[z; o-, 6] 
yx = xy 
ZX = (mnX + y )z  + xT(x ,y )  + (ml l  - 1)-lT(x,y)y 
zy = mnyz  + T(x ,y )y ,  
where T(x ,  y)  = n i n-i ~i=oti x y is arbitrary. 
(ii) Suppose that m u = 1. Then the defining relations of  A = R[ z ; o-, 6 ] 
are 
yx = xy 
zx = (x  + y )z  + p(x ,y )  
zy = yz, 
where p(x ,  y)  = ~n+ 1_ x i .n + 1-i i=otli y is arbitrary. 
Proof This is a straightforward computation in the spirit of the proof  
of Proposit ion 1.3. | 
Finally we turn to the case where R = k{x, y} / (yx  - xy - x2). We begin 
with the following elementary result, which allows us to rearrange mono- 
mials in x and y. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let R = k{x, y} / (yx  - xy - x2). 
(i) For all j > O, we have yxJ = xJy + jx j+ 1 in R. 
(ii) For al l j  > O, we have yJx = ~J+ai=l(j+l_i)!xyJ! i j+l - i  inR .  
LEMMA 1.6. Let R = k{x, y} / (yx  - xy - x 2) and let o" be a graded 
automorphism of  R. Let  M = (mi j )  ~ GLz(k )  be the matrix for the action of  
o- on R 1 with respect o the basis {x, y}. Then 
M=(mn O)  
m21 ml l  
for some mn,  m21 ~ k with m n vs O. 
Proof We use o-(yx) = o-(xy) + o-(x 2) and the fact that {x 2, xy, y2} is 
a k-basis fo rR  2. Expanding ~r(yx) - o-(xy) - o-(x 2) = 0 gives 
(m22ml l  --  m12m21 --  m12m11 --  m121)x 2 --  m22y 2 = 0,  
which implies that m12 = 0 and m n = m22. | 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let A = R[z; o-, 6], where R = k{x, y} / (yx  - xy - 
x2), o- is a graded automorphism of  R,  and 6 is a graded o-derivation of  R. 
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Then the defining relations of A are 
yx = xy + x z 
n+l  
zTX = mllXZ -t- E Pixiy n+ l - i  
i=o 
n+l  
zy = (m21x + ml ly )z  + Y'~ tixiy "+1-i, 
i=0 
where the constants Pi and t i satisfy 
(m n - 1)p 0 = 0, 
n+l  
-ml l tn+l + (mzl + nmn)p .+l  + E (ti -P i ) (  n + 1 - i ) != O, 
i=O 
and 
(m n - 1)pj - mntj_ 1 + (m21 + ( j  - 2)mn)pj_  1 
j-1 (n + l - i ) !  
+ E (ti-pi) 
~=o (n + 2 - j ) !  
for l < j  <n + l. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 1.3 and requires 
tedious but routine application of Lemma 1.5. | 
2. NONCOMMUTATIVE PROJECTIVE SCHEMES 
Next we recall basic notions from noncommutative projective geometry. 
Much of this material follows the presentations given in [5]. Let A be a 
right noetherian connected N-graded k-algebra. We will denote the cate- 
gory of graded right A-modules by GrModA and its full subcategory of 
noetherian modules by 9rmodA. Morphisms in each category are taken to 
be graded A-module homomorphisms of degree 0. The full subcategory of
GrModA consisting of direct limits of finite-dimensional modules will be 
denoted by FdimA, and its full subcategory of noetherian (i.e., finite-di- 
mensional) modules will be denoted fdimA. The quotient category Gr- 
ModA/Fd imA is denoted by "lailsA. When A is generated by elements 
of degree 1, TailsA is sometimes denoted ProjA and is called the noncom- 
mutative projective scheme (or the projective quasi-scheme) associated to A. 
The category TailsA is equipped with an autoequivalence s induced by 
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M ~, M(1) for all n ~ E. The autoequivalence s in effect defines the 
polarization on TailsA. 
The projection functor It: GrModA ~ TailsA can be thought of as the 
noncommutative analogue of the sheafification of a graded module. Thus 
we define #'x = ~rA, and for any graded module represented by an italic 
letter, say M, we will use the corresponding script letter to denote its 
image in the quotient category: ~" = ~M. For any integer n we write 
~'x(n) for 7rA(n) and A'(n) for IrM(n). We call two graded A-modules M 
and N equivalent if ~t" ---A/" in X. 
A graded A-module is defined to be left bounded (resp. right bounded, 
resp. bounded) if M i = 0 for i << 0 (resp. i >> 0, resp. 1i[ >> 0). Every 
module M ~ 9rmodA is necessarily left bounded. If M ~ GrModA is left 
bounded, we may define the Hilbert series Hu(t) = Ei ~ g(dimkMi)t i as a 
Laurent power series in t. Since the algebra A is assumed to be connected 
graded, the graded Nakayama Lemma implies that every finitely generated 
projective graded A-module is free and thus is a finite direct sum of shifts 
of A. An object M ~ grmodA thus has a minimal projective graded 
resolution of the form 
• .. ~p i~ ... - -OPo~M-oO,  
where for each i > 0 we may write Pi = (~;di-1 A( - lq )  for some nonnega- 
tive integers d i and some lq ~ Z with min~(-/ij) < minj(li+ 1,). We define 
the characteristic polynomial of M to be 
d i 
qM(t) = E (--1) i E tlij" 
i=0 j= l  
We note that the minimality and finiteness of the resolution of M ensure 
that qm(t) is a Laurent power series. If the projective dimension of M, 
pdim M, is finite then qM(t) is in fact a Laurent polynomial. We will 
denote the characteristic polynomial of/cA by pA(t). 
We note the following well-known relationship between HM(t) and 
qM(t). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be a right noetherian connected graded k-algebra 
and let M ~ grmodA. 
(i) HA(t)=pA(t) -1. 
(ii) qM(t)HA(t) = HM(t). 
We use gldim A to denote the global dimension of A, and GKdim M to 
denote the Gelfand-Kiril lov dimension of a graded A-module M. When 
gldim A < ~, pA(t) is a polynomial and GKdim A < oo [12, Theorem 2.4]. 
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For any M ~ grmodA, the GK-dimension of M is the order of the pole at 
t = 1 in HM(t) [4, Proposition 2.2.1]. Equivalently, GKdim M = GKdim A 
- m, where m is the order of vanishing of qu(t) at t = 1. 
3. NONCOMMUTATIVE WEIGHTED 
PROJECTIVE SPACES 
We define a quantum polynomial ring in n + 1 variables of weight 
(qo . . . .  , qn) to be a right and left noetherian connected graded k-algebra 
satisfying the following: 
(i) A is regular of global dimension n + 1. 
(ii) A is minimally generated as a k-algebra by n + 1 homogeneous 
elements x0, . . . ,  x n in degrees (%, . . . ,  %). 
(iii) HA(t) ---- I-I~=0(1 - tqi) -1. 
If A is a weighted quantum polynomial ring in n + 1 variables, the 
categories TailsA and TailsA (m) will not be equivalent in general. In fact, 
these categories are not equivalent in general in the commutative case. To 
define a quantum version of the weighted projective space P(q0 . . . . .  %), 
one presumably would have to use "[ailsA (m), where m is chosen so that 
A (m) is generated by elements of degree 1. An eventual goal of this work is 
to study the weighted quantum planes P(a, b, c) = TailsA (m~ for all choices 
of (a, b, c) and the relationship of these categories to TailsA. 
~'k-lti If A is a quantum polyno- For any positive integer k let Pk = ,-,i=0-. 
mial ring of weight (q0,. - . ,  q,), we have HA(t) = (1 - t)-(~+l)I-I~=0P~l. 
Thus GKdim A = n + 1. For M ~ grmoclA, define m(qM(t)) to be the 
multiplicity of 1 as a root of qM(t) so that GKdim M = n + 1 - m(q~t(t)). 
We prove the following generalization of [4, Proposition 6.4]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A be a quantum polynomial ring of weight 
(qo . . . . .  qn) and let M ~ 9rmoclA with GKdim M = d. Let l = d - (n + 
1) + Ei n oqi. Then there exist unique integers e o . . . . .  el-1 such that 
l -1  
eitJ 
~M(t ) j=o 
= ~ +f ( t )  
(1 -- t)dI-~Pq, 
i=0 
for some Laurent polynomial f (  t ) with integer coefficients. 
Proof. Since gldim A = n + 1 and M is finitely generated, qu(t) is a 
Laurent polynomial. Let m = m(qM(t)) = n + 1 - d. Write qu(t) = (1 - 
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t)mr(t) so that r(t) is a Laurent polynomial with integer coefficients 
satisfying r(1) ~ 0. Let P = (1 - t)~I-I~=oPq, and note that P is a polyno- 
mial of degree I. We may divide r(t) by P to obtain a unique expression of 
the form r(t)= f(t)P + e(t), where f(t) is a Laurent polynomial with 
integer coefficients and e(t) is a polynomial with integer coefficients with 
deg(e) < deg(P) = I. By Proposition 2.1, 
e( t )  
HM(t ) = qM(t)HA(t ) = r ( t ) /P  = ( f ( t )e  + e( t ) ) /P  = e + f ( t ) .  
This proves the result. | 
Following [4], for M • grmodA we define e(M) to be the leading 
coefficient of HM(t) when expanded in powers of (1 - t). We find that 
e(A) = i=oqi . The number e(M) is always a positive integer multiple I~n --1 
of e(A), and we define e(M) = e(M)/e(A). From Proposition 3.1 we see 
that e(M) t- 1 = ~i=oe i  . 
A module M • grmodA with GKdim M = d is called Cohen-Macaulay 
if pdim M = n + 1 - d. A module M will be called normalized if M is 
Cohen-Macaulay and the presentation of HM(t) given by Proposition 3.1 
has f(t) = 0. A module M • grmodA will be called a point module if 
(i) M is normalized. 
(ii) M is 1-critical for GK-dimension. 
(iii) e(M) < 1. 
In the case where A is generated by elements of degree 1, this is 
equivalent to the definition of point module given elsewhere. 
4. GRADED TWISTS 
A class of weighted quantum polynomial rings for which the correspond- 
ing noncommutative scheme is easy to describe are the graded twists of the 
commutative polynomial ring. If A is a connected graded k-algebra nd o- 
is a graded automorphism of A, we define a new graded algebra A ,  to be 
identical to A as a k-vector space, with multiplication * defined by 
a * b = a • b ~", where a • A n, b • Am, and • is original multiplication i  
A. Zhang proved that the category -IailsA~ is equivalent to lai lsA, but the 
polarization is twisted [14]. In particular, in the case where A is commuta- 
tive and generated by A 1 and X is the usual projective scheme associated 
to A with polarization defined by {~ex(m) I m • Z}, the category TailsA~ 
is equivalent o the category •x-mod of quasi-coherent sheaves of ~x- 
modules. However, this defines a new noncommutative polarization on  
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Gx-mod in which 6~x(1) has been replaced with a noncentral 6~x-bimodule , 
which is denoted by 6ex(1) ~. In other words, on each open subset U _ X, 
Gx(1)(U) is a (~x(U), Gx(o-U))-bimodule, and the shifting ~ ~ ' (1 )  is a 
bimodule tensor product t ¢ ~"  ®6x×x 6ex(1)~" For details on sheaves of 
bimodules on commutative schemes ee [13]. 
EXAMPLZ 4.1 (Quantum weighted pl). Let R = k[x, y] be graded so 
that x has weight q0 and y has weight ql. Let k = l.c.m.(q0, qa), and note 
that R (~) is isomorphic to the polynomial ring k[w, z], where w = x g/qo 
and z = yk/ql. The commutative weighted projective line P = Pl(q0 , ql) is 
isomorphic to pl  as a scheme. 
The polarizations defined by the ample sequence of coherent sheaves 
{eep(m) I m ~ 7/} distinguish these spaces. In the case of weighted P~, all 
the sheaves 6~p(m) are invertible (a property that fails in many higher 
dimensional weighted Pns). Therefore, under the identification of P with 
pl, each of the sheaves 6~p(m) is identified with 6~pl(n) for some n that 
depends on m and q = (qo, ql). When H°(P, e~p(m)) ~s 0, n is the num- 
ber of nonnegative integer combinations aoq o + alq I of q0 and ql that 
equal m. For example, under the identification of P = PI(1, q~) with pl, 
one has ~p(m) = @el([m/ql]) for all m, where [ J is the greatest integer 
function. 
Every quantum polynomial ring of weight q is isomorphic to either 
kq[x,  y] or  k{x,  y} / (yx  - xy - x i) with grading induced by q. (The second 
alternative cannot occur unless (i - 1)q0 = q~.) All of these algebras are 
graded twists of k[x, y] with weight q. Thus every weighted quantum P~ is 
equivalent to pl(q) with a "twist," which is in turn equivalent to Pl with 
polarization defined by the twisted sequence of invertible bimodules 
@p(m)~m. The points of quantum weighted Pl are in bijection with the 
points of the ordinary projective line. 
The commutative weighted projective planes P(1, 1, n) are well under- 
stood (see [7] for an excellent survey of weighted projective varieties and 
[6] for information about sheaves on weighted P"s). Let S = k[x, y, z] be 
the commutative polynomial ring with weight (1, 1, n). Let X = ProjS = 
P(1, 1, n). By considering the Veronese subring of S (n~ c S, the scheme X 
can be embedded in P~+ ~ as the projective cone over the rational normal 
curve in P~. A scheme isomorphic to X can also be found by blowing 
down the exceptional curve on the rational ruled surface with invariant n. 
It would be interesting to see noncommutative analogues of these state- 
ments. For background on noncommutative rational ruled surfaces ee [911 
If o- is a graded automorphism of S then both the category ProjS,, and 
the associated polarization can be completely described as outlined above. 
For this reason, we now identify those quantum polynomial rings of weight 
(1, 1, n) that are twists of k[x, y, z]. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Suppose A is a quantum polynomial ring of weight (1, 1, n) 
with generators x, y, z. Then A is a graded twist of k[ x, y, z] with weight 
(1, 1, n) if and only if one of the following occurs: 
(i) A has defining relations as in Proposition 1.3 with 
ml l  = qnm22 
Po = tn+l = 0 
Pi+ l = qn- i t i  for i  = O, . . . ,n .  
(ii) A has defining relations as in Proposition 1.7 with 
m21 = - -nm11 
P0 = tn+X = 0 
ti =Pi+I -- (n - i + 1)p i for i  = 0 , . . . ,n .  
Proof. This is a straightforward computation that entails listing all 
graded twists of k[x, y, z]. The details are omitted. I 
5. LINEAR MODULES OVER WEIGHTED 
PROJECTIVE PLANES 
We turn now to the case where A is a quantum polynomial ring of 
weight (1, 1, n) that is not necessarily a graded twist of the commutative 
polynomial ring. We assume for this section that A is minimally generated 
by three elements {x, y, z} and that n = deg(z) > 1. Our results, however, 
will apply to the case where n = 1 if one restricts the possible defining 
relations of A to those given in Section 1. We wish to classify points and 
lines in X--- "l'ailsA. The weighted quantum polynomial rings of global 
dimension 3 are known to be precisely the regular algebras of global 
dimension 3, and thus we are dealing exactly with the algebras from 
Section 1. 
The correct definition of a "line" in this situation is not entirely clear. 
For the purposes of this paper, we define a line module over A to be a 
normalized graded right A-module of GK-dimension 2 having the smallest 
possible multiplicity. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let A be a quantum polynomial ring of weight (1, 1, n) 
that is minimally generated by three homogeneous elements. Let M be a 
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normalized A-module of GK-dimension 2. Then e(M) > 1/n, and e(M) = 
1/n if and only if M is isomorphic to a shift of A /aA  for some nonzero 
a ~A 1. 
Proof By shifting we may assume that M 0 v~ 0 and M i = 0 if i < 0. By 
Proposition 3.1, the Hilbert series of M is HM(t) = e(t)/[(1 -- t)(1 -- t")], 
where e(t) is a polynomial with integer coefficients of degree at most n. 




A( - l l j  ) ~ ~ A( - lo j  ) ~M~0 
j= l  /=1 
and q~t(t)= E~=ltl0J- E~=ltqJ. The fact that the resolution of M is 
minimal implies that all lij are positive, and thus qM(t) is a polynomial. 
Since GKdim(M) = 2 we must have q i (1)  = 0, and thus r = s. The proof 
of [4, Proposition 2.41] can be applied to this case to show that e (M)  = 
]~= l ( l l j  -- loj) >_ r. In the case where e(M) is as small as possible, e(M)  
=r=s=l  and 111-1o,=1.  The facts that M o4=0 and Me=0 for 
i < 0 show that 101 = 0 and l n = 1. Thus M --- A /aA  for some nonzero 
a ~ A 1. The fact that any module of the form A/aA for a e A 1 \ {0} is a 
line module is clear. | 
We proceed to discuss the points of X = TailsA, using the definition of 
point module given in Section 3. 
PROPOStTION 5.2. Let A be a weighted quantum polynomial ring generated 
by elements ( x, y, z) of degrees (1, 1, n ), and let M be a point module ouer A. 
(i) Either e(M) = 1/n or e(M) = 1. 
(ii) I f  e(M) = 1/n then M is isomorphic to a shift of the module 
n/ (xA  + yA). 
(iii) I f  e(M) = I then Hi ( t )  -~ (1 - t)  -1 and M is cyclic. 
Proof Since M is a normalized module, HM(t) = e(t)/(1 -- tn), where 
e(t) = En-i=0aei ti has integer coefficients. It follows that dim Mj = e/ when 
j > 0 and i = j (mod n). Thus e i > 0 for all i. 
If e(M) = 1/n then e l = 1 for some unique l and the rest of the ei are 
zero. The fact that M is Cohen-Macaulay is equivalent o saying M has 
no socle by [4, Proposition 6.3(i)], and this implies that M is cyclic. It is 
now clear that the module A/ (xA  + yA) ( - l )  maps onto M. The Hilbert 
series of A/ (xA  + yA) ( - l )  is t l /(1 - tn), and it follows that M =- A / (xA  
+ yA) ( - l ) .  
Now suppose e(M) > 1/n. By shifting we may assume M 0 v~ 0 and 
Mi = 0 when i < 0. Suppose that for some i, 1 < i < n - 1, we have 
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dim M i = 0. Choosing i as small as possible with this property, we may 
select a nonzero element m ~ M i_ 1. Set N = mA. Since M has zero socle, 
so does N, and thus N is Cohen-Macau lay  of  GK-dimension 1. Since 
M i = 0 we have mx = my = 0, and thus there is a graded surjection 
h: A / (  xA + yA )( - i) ~ N.  The criticality of  A / (  xA + yA )( - i) shows that 
h is an isomorphism. However, note that M/N is infinite-dimensional, 
contradicting the criticality of  M. 
Thus e i > 0 for all i. It follows that e i = 1 for all i and e(M)  = 1. If M 
is not cyclic, then x and y kill Mi, for some i, and we arrive at a 
contradiction as above. | 
Given a connected gradation of  the free algebra k{x 1 . . . . .  x m} by the 
natural numbers, there are obvious ways to convert a homogeneous 
noncommutat ive form f into a mult ihomogeneous form in commuting 
variables {xij[1 < i < m, j ~ ~}. This becomes more clear when we apply 
it to the current setting. If T = k{x,  y, z} is graded with weights (1, 1, n) 
then h = yx - qxy becomes h 0 = yoXl - qxoy 1 or  h I = YaX2 - qx ly  2. Sim- 
ilarly, g = zx - yz + xz - x "+1 becomes go = ZoX, - YoZ~ + XoZ~ - XoX~ 
• .. Xn, or more generally gi = Z iX i+n --  Y iZ i+ l  -}- X iZ i+ l  --  X iX i+ l  "'" Xi+n" 
The mult ihomogeneity of these forms is seen in the following way. Let 
{Aj[i _< j < i + m - 1} be nonzero scalars and f ~ T m. Then 
f i  E k [x i , . . .  , X i+m_ 1, Y i , ' " ,  Y i+m-  1, z i , ' " ,  Z i+m-n]  
and 
f i (A jx j ,  Ajyj,  AjAy+I ... Aj+n_lZj )  = AiAi+ 1 "'" Ai+m_l f (xy ,y j ,  z j ) .  
In other words, the zeros of f/ are well defined on the space 
G = {(Xo ,Yo ,Z  o . . . . .  xj ,  y / , z j  . . . .  )]xj ,  yj ,  z ;~k}/~ , :~ 
where ~ is the equivalence relation defined by 
( Xo, Yo, Zo, . . . , x j ,  Yj, Zj, . . . ) 
~ (A0x0,A0Y0,A 0 -'. An_ lZo , . . . ,A jX j ,  Ajyj,  A j "" I~j+n_lZj . . . .  ). 
Unfortunately, this quotient space G is not an algebraic variety. However,  
if we look only at an appropriate subset of  G, we can naturally define an 
injective map to a product of weighted planes. We define a natural subset 
of G on which to work: let U be the set of  all points of G such that 
(i) for each i at least one of x i, Yi, zi is nonzero, 
(ii) x~ = 0 for some i implies that x i = 0 for all i, 
(iii) Yi = 0 for some i implies that Yi = 0 for all i. 
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We define P = P0 × Pa × "'" to be a countable product of Pi = P(1, 1, n). 
Let p/1 be the copy of pl  given by Pi under the map (x, y, z) ~ (x, y). 
LEMMA 5.3. (i) Let q ~ k*. Let W be a subset of U such that every 
element 
w = [ (Xo ,Yo ,Zo) , (x l ,  y l , z l )  . . . .  ] ~ W 
has a representative satisfying (xi, Yi) = (qixo, Yo) for all i. Then there is an 
embedding zr : W ~ P making the diagram 
PC . 
commute, where the downward arrows are the natural compositions P ~ Pg 
P) and (x, y)~ = (qx, y). 
(ii) Let W be a subset of G such that every element 
w- -  [ (Xo ,Yo ,Zo) , (xa ,y l , z l ) , . . . ]  ~ W 
has a representative satisfying (xi, Yi) = (Xo, Yo - iXo) for all i. Then there is 
an embedding or: W ~ P making the diagram 
1",, p/i "r> p/l+ 1 
commute, where the downward arrows are the natural compositions P ~ Pi 
p l  and (x, y)~ = (x, y - x). 
Proof. (i) Let w ~ W and fix a representative list of scalars, 
w = [ (xo ,Yo ,Zo) , (qxo ,Yo ,Z l ) , (qZxo ,Yo ,Z2) . . . ] .  
Then we simply map w to the point zr(w) of P given by these coordinates. 
The fact that the scalars representing w have been normalized so that 
(xi, Yi) = (qixo, Y0) implies that ~'(W) is a well-defined point in P. The 
proof of (ii) is similar. | 
A quantum polynomial ring A of weight (1, 1, n) is the quotient of 
k{x, y, z} by relations (f, g, h) in degrees (2, n + 1, n + 1), respectively. If
M is a point module over A with e(M)  = 1, then M leads naturally to a 
point of G (and thus a point p(M)  of P) in the following way. Let m i be a 
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basis for M i for each i. Define scalars (xj, yj, zj) by 
mjx  = mj+ lX j  
mjy = mj+ly  j 
m jz  = mj+nZ j .  
One can readily check that the equivalence class in G of this list of scalars 
depends only on the isomorphism class of M and not on the choice of 
basis. The fact that M is 1-critical implies that p(M) ~ U. Furthermore, 
the coordinates of the point p(M) satisfy the equations fj = g /= hj = 0 
for all j, where fj, &, and hj are the multihomogenized forms of the 
relations of A. In particular, the fact that M is a point module combines 
with the fact that fj =yjxj+ 1 -qxjyj+ 1 = 0 (resp. fj = yjxj+ 1 -xjyj+ l - 
xjxj+ 1 = 0) to show that p(M) is a point of U satisfying the hypothesis of 
Lemma 5.3(i) (resp. (ii)). Thus we consider p(M) as a point in P, and the 
points of P that can show up as p(M) are exactly defined by the vanishing 
of the appropriate multihomogeneous analogues of fj, gj, and hj. 
The only gap in the above argument is that all of the fj, &, and hj 
vanish at the point [(0, 0, 1), . . . ,  (0, 0, 1) . . . .  ], which does not correspond to 
a point module of multiplicity 1. This is easily patched up, of course, since 
this point is the natural image of the unique point module A/ (xA  + yA) 
of multiplicity 1/n. In some ways it is natural to replace the point module 
A/ (xA  + yA) with the normalized module ~/~=-01A/(xA + yA)(- i) ,  since 
the latter corresponds directly to the required point of P under our 
process. The first module has the advantages of being critical and cyclic, 
while the second has the advantages of working well under the shifting 
automorphism (see below) and having multiplicity 1. 
Let R = kq[x,y] and let A be a quantum polynomial ring A = 
R[z; o', 6] of weight (1, 1, n) as in Proposition 1.3. The point modules over 
A are parameterized by the set F A of points in U where the following 
forms vanish for all j ~ N: 
f j  = y jx j+  I -- qx jy j+  1 
n+l  
gj  = ZjXj+n -- ml lx j z j+ l  -- E pixj "'" x j+ i - lY j+ i  "'" Y j+n 
i=O 
n+l  
h j  = z jy j+  n - m22Y jZ j+ 1 - ~ tix j "'" x j+ i_ lY l+  i "'" Yj+n" 
i=0  
As mentioned above, each of the points of F a satisfies the hypothesis of 
Lemma 5.3(i), and so we may appropriately consider F n G P. Let pro, l: 
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P ~ P(1, 1, n) × P(1, 1, n) be the projection onto the first two copies of 
P(1, 1, n). 
THEOREM 5.4. Let A be a quantum polynomial ring of weight (1, 1, n) 
with defining relations as in Proposition 1.3, and let F A be as defined above. 
The projection pro, 1 gives a bijection of F A with its image. The image 
V A =pro, l(F A) is the graph of an automorphism ,c of the subset D = D A of 
P = P(1, 1, n) = Pro]k[x, y, z] defined by 
f = (ml l  -- qnm22)xYz  + 
n+2 
E q( i -1 ) ( i -2 ) /2 (p i  -- t i - lqn - i+ l )x iy  n+2-i" 
i=0  
(In the above sum, t_ 1 and pn + 2 are treated as zero.) 
Proof. The set F A _c P is exactly the set of all points 
[(Xo, Yo,Zo),(qxo, Yo,Zl),(q2Xo, Yo,Z2) . . . .  ] 
such that the forms fj, &, and hj vanish. It is now a straightforward 
computation i linear algebra to show that V A ~ FA, and V A is the set of 
all points [(x, y, z), (qx, y, zl)] ~ U z × P satisfying the following equations, 
which arise from go and ho: 
n+l  
q n2X -- ml lXZ l  -- E q i ( i -1 ) /2p ix iyn+l - i  = O, 
i=O 
n+l  
zy -- m22YZ 1 -- - -  ~ q i ( i -1 ) /2 t ix iyn+ l - i  : O. 
i=o 
(5.1) 
Routine computation shows that Eqs. (5.1) yield a unique and consistent 
solution for z I if and only if (x, y, z) ~ D. The automorphism ~-of D is of 
the form 
(x, y , z )  ~= (qx, y, z l) ,  
where z 1 is obtained by solving Eqs. (5.1). l 
Remark 5.5. Notice that when mll and m2z are generic we have 
P0 =tn+l  = 0 and thus f=xy(z -g (x ,y ) ) .  In this case D has three 
components (two lines and a smooth curve), each of which is stabilized by 
~-. When mll ---q-1 and m22 = q, the curve defined by f can be irre- 
ducible, and in this case D is a curve with a unique singularity at (0, 0, 1). 
Note that it is possible that D = P(1, 1, n), and we discuss this case in 
Corollary 5.12. It is also possible that mll = qnmz2, and in this case D 
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may have n + 2 components. See Section 6 for a discussion of such an 
example. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let A be a quantum polynomial ring of weight (1, 1, n) 
with defining relations as in Proposition 1.4(i) or (ii). The set of isomorphism 
classes of point modules over A has the structure of the graph of an 
automorphism "cof the curve D = D A in P(1, 1, n) = Projk[x, y, z ], defined 
by 
f =y2(z  + (ml l -  1) - lT (x ,y ) )  
if the relations are as in Proposition 1.4(i) or (n+i ) 
f =y  yz + ~ pix'Y n+l-' 
i=0  
if the relations are as in Proposition 1.4(ii). 
Proof This is a computation similar to that given in the proof of 
Theorem 5.4. Here we may take x i = x o and Yi = Yo for all i to embed F A 
in P. | 
Remark 5.7. In the first case D is the double line y2 = 0 together with 
a smooth curve. In the second case this is true only if Pn+ 1 = 0. Again 
here, r stabilizes the components. 
Finally we turn to the case where A is a skew polynomial ring over 
R = k{x, y} / (yx -xy -  x2). To define the coefficients occurring in this 
case, we introduce some notation. 
DEFINITION 5.8. Given integers i, j, k we define s(i, j ,  k) to be the 
coefficient of xl~y j-i+ 1-k in FI~= i(Y + mx), where this product is done in 
the commutative polynomial ring k[x, y]. If i > j we note that the empty 
product is taken to be 1, so that s(i, j, 0) = 1 and s(i, j, k) = 0 if k =~ 0. 
Also note that if i < j  and k is not between 0 and j' - i + 1 we have 
s(i, j, k) = O. 
We list several easily verified properties of these numbers. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. (i) For all i, j, k we have 
k 
s ( i , j , k )  = E 1-I s, 
{S1, . . .  , Sk} g { i , . . . ,  j} i = 1 
(where empty sums are interpreted as 0 and empty products as 1). 
(ii) For all i, j we have s(i, j, O) = 1. 
(iii) For all i we have s( i, i, 1) = i. 
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(iv) 
(v) 
For all i < j we have s(i, j, j - i + 1) = [[~ = i m. 
For all i < u < j we have 
k 
s ( i , j , k )  = ~s( i ,u , l ) . s (u  + a , j , k - l ) .  
I=0  
In particular, for all i < j 
s ( i , j , k )  = s(i  + 1 , j , k )  + i . s ( i  + 1 , j , k  - 1) 
and 
s ( i , j , k )  =s( i , j  - 1,k)  +j 's ( i , j  - 1, k -  1). 
THEOREM 5.10. Let A be a quantum polynomial ring of weight (1, 1, n) 
with defining relations as in Proposition 1.7. The point modules over A have 
the structure of the graph of an automorphism "r of the subscheme D of 
P(1, 1, n) = Projk[x, y, z], defined by the vanishing of 
f = (m21 + nmll)X2Z + 
n+2 




O, k = E -P i  + E( t j -P j ) (n  +2~-Q'  . s ( -n , - i+  1, k - i )  
i=0 j=O 
for k = 0 . . . .  , n + 2. (In the expression for an+Z, the symbol p,  + 2 is treated 
as zero.) 
Proof. Again this is similar to the computation given in Theorem 5.4. 
Here we may take x i = x o and Yi = Yo - iXo for all i to embed F A in P. | 
Remark 5.11. We note that when mll ~ 1 we can use the equations 
given in Proposition 1.7 to show P0 = 0 and Pl = to. Thus a o = a 1 = 0. In 
this case the polynomial f factors as f = xZ(z - g(x, y)), and thus D is a 
doubled line together with a smooth curve. 
COROLLARY 5.12. Let A be a quantum polynomial ring of weight (1, 1, n). 
Then A is a graded twist of k[ x, y, z| if and only if D A = P(1, 1, n). 
Proof. This is evident from Theorem 4.2 and the equations defining the 
schemes D A in Theorems 5.4, 5.6, and 5.10. | 
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6. NORMAL ELEMENTS 
One interesting facet of a regular algebra A of dimension 3 that is 
generated by three elements of degree 1 is the presence of a normal 
element w ~ A 3 such that (i) w annihilates all of the point modules, (ii) 
w = 0 if and only if A is a graded twist of k[x, y, z], and (iii) the factor 
algebra A/wA is a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring of a cubic curve 
(or of ~2 in the case that A is a graded twist of k[x, y, z]) [3]. 
Thus we would expect that a quantum polynomial ring A of weight 
(1, 1, n) would have a normal element w ~ An+ 2 satisfying a similar list of 
properties. Indeed, we show in this section that there is a normal element 
w ~ An+ 2 satisfying (i) and (ii) above. We do not address the question of 
whether A/wA is a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring, although we 
plan to do so in future work. Moreover, we show that irreducible compo- 
nents of the point scheme that have a given degree and are stabilized by 
the automorphism ~-lead to normal elements in A of the same degree. 
This also duplicates what happens in the case where A is generated by 
elements of degree 1. The proofs of these results are computational nd 
are therefore omitted. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A be a quantum polynomial ring of weight (1, 1, n) 
with defining relations as in Proposition 1.3. Let D = D A be the point scheme 
as defined in Theorem 5.4, and let f be the form in x, y and z defining D. 
(i) The element 
W = (ml l  -- q"mez)xyz + 
n+2 
E q( i -1 ) (p  i _ n - i+ l  t ]X i n+2-i q i - l ]  Y 
i=0 
is normal in A. (In this expression, t 1 and pn+2 are treated as zero.) 
(ii) w = 0 if and only i fD  = P(1, 1, n). 
(iii) w annihilates every point module over A. 
(iv) w factors as w = xu for some u ~ An+ 1 if and only if f factors as xg 
for some g, and in this case, both x and u are normal in A.  
(v) w factors as w = yu for some u ~ An + a if and only if f factors as yg 
for some g, and in this case, both y and u are normal in A. 
(vi) w factors as w = xyu for some u ~ A n if and only if f factors as xyg 
for some g, and in this case, x, y, and u are all normal in A. 
Remark 6.2. As noted before, if x or y (or both) factor out of f, the 
corresponding components of D are stabilized by the automorphism ~-, 
and thus there are corresponding normal elements. If the curve is re- 
ducible in different ways, this may not be the case. In particular, if 
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max = qnmz2, then f can have n + 2 linear factors. However,  these 
components  are not fixed by z, and hence the corresponding factors of w 
are not normal  in A. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. For  simplicity of this example, we let n = 2. Let A have 
defining relations 
yx=/v 
ZX = - - i xz  -- iy 3 -- t0xY 2 + itlxZy + t2 x3 
zy  = iyz q- toY  3 + taxy 2 + tzX2y  4 -X  3, 
where i is a square root of - 1. Then by Theorem 5.4 D A is defined by the 
vanishing of x 4 - y4 in P(1, 1, 2). We have 
x 4 _y4  = (x  + y ) (x  -y ) (x  + iy ) (x  - iy) 
and (x, y, z)" = (/x, y, z a) for some z a. Now it is easy to see that the four 
components  of D A undergo a cyclic permutat ion under ~'. 
In this case, the element w = x 4 + y4 is normal  in A, but its irreducible 
factors are not. Note that in A, x 4 + y4 = (x + iy) 4, and x + iy is not 
normal  in A. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let A be a quantum polynomial ring of weight (1, 1, n) 
with defining relations as in Proposition 1.4. 
(i) There is a normal element w ~ A n + z defined by 
w =y2(z  + (ml l -  1) - 'T (x ,y ) )  
if the relations are as in Proposition 1.4(i) or 
n+l ) 
w =y yz + ~ Pixiy n+l-i 
i=0 
if the relations are as in Proposition 1.4(ii). 
(ii) The element w annihilates every point module over A. 
(iii) When A has relations as in Proposition 1.4(i), the elements y and 
z + (ml l  - 1) -aT(x ,y )  are both normal inA.  
(iv) Similarly, when A has relations as in Proposition 1.4(ii), the ele- 
~n+ l__ x i .  n+ l - i  ments y and yz + i=0Pi Y are both normal in A. 
(v) When A has relations as in Proposition 1.4(ii) and p,+ l = O, the 
n i n - i  element z + Y.i=opiX y is normal in A. 
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Remark 6.5. In these cases, if D = D A represents the point scheme 
as defined in Theorem 5.6, the components of D are stabilized by 
the automorphism r. These invariant components lead to normal elements 
in A. 
THEOREM 6.6. Let A be a quantum polynomial ring of weight (1, 1, n) 
with defining relations as in Proposition 1.7. We recall that the point scheme 
for A is given by Theorem 5.10 as the subscheme D of D(1,1, n )= 
Projk[x, y, z] defined by the vanishing of 
n+2 




k [ (  i -1 (n+l_ j ) ! ) . s ( _n , _ i+ l ,k_ i ) ]  
E --Pi + E ( t j - -p j ) (n  + 2~.  
i=o j=O 
for k = 0, . . . ,  n + 2. (In the expression for Otn+2, the symbol Pn+ 2 is treated 
as zero.) 
Let w be the element of An+ z defined by 
W = (m21 + nmal)zx 2 + 
n+2 
~_. a x i n+2-i 
i Y 
i=0 
where la°ll°l l = M-  1 0ll 
an~ 2 Oln + 2 
where M is the (n + 2) × (n + 2) matrix defined by mij = s( - (n + 1), - j ,  i 
-j). 
(i) w is a normal element of A. 
(ii) w = 0 if and only i fD = D(1, 1, n). 
(iii) w annihilates every point module over A. 
(iv) I ra  0 = O, w factors as w = xu with u E An+ 1. In this case, x and 
u are normal elements ofA.  
(v) I f  a o = a 1 = O, w factors as xeu with u ~ A n. In this case, x and u 
are normal elements of A. 
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Remark 6.7. As in the other cases, alternatives (iv) and (v) occur if and 
only if the form defining D has a factorization similar to that of w. The 
resulting components of D are invariant under ~- and thus correspond to 
normal elements in A. 
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